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COSMOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF LOW SCALEQUARK�LEPTON UNIFICATIONT.L. Yoon and R. FootShool of Physis, Researh Centre for High Energy PhysisThe University of Melbourne, Vitoria 3010, Australia(Reeived Deember 17, 2002)There is a unique SU(4)
 SU(2)L 
 SU(2)R gauge model whih allowsquarks and leptons to be uni�ed at the TeV sale � thereby making themodel testable and avoiding the gauge hierarhy problem. In its minimalform, this model ould quite naturally aommodate simultaneous solutionsto the solar and LSND neutrino osillation data. The atmospheri neutrinoanomaly an be easily aommodated by mirror-symmetrising the minimalmodel. The model also ontains three right-handed neutrinos, with massesin the range 1 keV to � 1 GeV. We investigate the impliations of theseright-handed neutrinos for early Universe osmology. It is shown that theminimal model is inonsistent with some of the standard assumptions of theBig Bang model. This motivates an examination of non-standard Big Bangosmology, suh as a low reheating temperature senario with TRH � MeV.In suh a Universe, peaeful o-existene between low-sale quark�leptongauge uni�ation and early Universe osmology is possible.PACS numbers: 95.30.Cq 1. IntrodutionThe similarities between the quarks and leptons does hint at the possi-bility of a symmetry between them. The �rst example of suh a theory isthe Pati�Salam model [1℄, whih is based on the SU(4)
 SU(2)L 
 SU(2)Rgauge group. While a very good idea, this partiular model has a numberof serious drawbaks. One problem is that experiments onstrain the highsymmetry breaking sale to be greater than 20 TeV [2℄, making diret testsof the model impossible, at least within the next quarter entury. More-over, the presene of a high symmetry breaking sale, signi�antly greaterthan aTeV, beomes theoretially problemati sine it leads to the gaugehierarhy problem. This is quite unlike the situation in the standard modelwhere there is no �hierarhy problem�' as suh beause there is only one(2815)



2816 T.L. Yoon, R. Footsale in the Higgs potential1. However, in extensions of the standard modelinvolving two (or more) symmetry breaking sales, there an be a signi�-ant �ne-tuning problem if the sales are widely separated and appear inthe Higgs potential. In that ase, the �ne-tuning problem an be alleviatedif one also assumes that low energy supersymmetry exists. Unfortunately,this does not ompletely solve the problem, though, sine one still needs toarrange the hierarhy at tree level. Also, low energy supersymmetry gener-ates a host of new problems suh as spartile mediated FCNC, rapid protondeay, �-problem, et., so that it ends up reating more problems than itsolves � learly an unsatisfatory situation.Perhaps an interesting question is the following one: Is it possible tobuild a simple gauge model whih uni�es quarks and leptons at low sales(. few TeV) so that the gauge hierarhy problem is avoided? The �rst suhmodel was written down some time ago [5℄, whereby a leptoni SU(3)` gaugegroup was introdued allowing for a disrete quark�lepton (spontaneouslybroken) symmetry to exist. The main problem with the disrete symmetryapproah omes from neutrino masses. The lightness of the neutrino massesin that model (as with the usual Pati�Salam model) suggests a high symme-try breaking sale (� TeV) if the usual see-saw mehanism is employed, andwhile there are alternatives [6℄, they are somewhat ompliated. Searhesfor new ideas led to the alternative SU(4)
SU(2)L
SU(2)R gauge model [7℄whih allows for TeV sale quark�lepton uni�ation without any problems forexisting experiments with neessarily tiny neutrino masses. This �alterna-tive 422 model� predits a multitude of new phenomenology inluding: rareB;K deays, baryon number violation as well as non-zero neutrino masses,all of whih are within urrent bounds, despite the low symmetry breakingsale of a few TeV (see Refs. [8, 9℄ for more details of the phenomenologialimpliations of the model).In Ref. [9℄ the extent to whih the minimal alternative 422 model ouldaommodate solutions to the neutrino physis anomalies was investigated.While it did not seem possible to simultaneously aommodate solutionsto all three lasses of neutrino physis anomalies (i.e. LSND [10℄, solar[11�13℄ and atmospheri [14,15℄ neutrino anomalies), it was shown that theminimal alternative 422 model an quite naturally aommodate the LSNDand atmospheri neutrino anomalies. The solar neutrino problem ould be1 It is sometimes asserted in the literature that a hierarhy problem also exists betweenthe weak sale and the �Plank� sale; however, in this ase things are muh less lear.Firstly, the physis of the Plank sale is really not understood at the moment soit is not yet lear whether this (as yet unknown) physis will lead to a �ne-tuningproblem. Another line of argument asserts that there exists a �ne-tuning problembetween the weak sale and a momentum �ut-o��. However, that argument dependson the regulator sheme used [3℄, (see also Ref. [4℄) and should not be taken tooseriously.



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2817explained if the model was extended with a mirror setor [9,16℄. Sine thattime, there has been an important new development. SNO has now measuredboth neutral- and harged-urrent solar neutrino �uxes, providing strong ev-idene that large angle ative�ative osillations are ourring [13℄. In viewof this new development, the available information suggests an essentiallyunique piture [17℄�e ! �� large angle osillations explain the solar neutrino problem,�� ! �s large angle osillations explain the atmospheri neutrino anomaly,��e ! ��� small angle osillations explain LSND data, (1)where �s is a hypothetial e�etively sterile neutrino. While the atmospherineutrino data prefer the �� ! �� hannel, it is also true that the �� ! �spossibility is only mildly disfavoured, at the � 1:5��3� level, depending onhow the data are analysed [18,19℄. The overall goodness of �t (g.o.f) of theabove sheme has reently been expliitly alulated in Ref. [20℄, where itwas found to be 0.26. That is, there is a 26% probability of obtaining aworse global �t to the neutrino data. This shows that the above sheme stillprovides a reasonable �t to the totality of the neutrino osillation data2.Although this sheme is not partiularly popular, it at least has the virtuethat it will be tested in the near future: MiniBooNE will test the osillationexplanation of the LSND anomaly, while the forthoming long baseline ex-periments (MINOS and CNGS) will disriminate between the �� ! �sterileand �� ! �� hannels used to resolve the atmospheri neutrino anomaly.The osillation sheme (Eq. (1)) is essentially unique in the sense thatit is the simplest sheme involving only two-�avour osillations explainingthe totality of the data and also spei� features suh as SNO's neutralurrent/harge urrent solar �ux measurement [13℄. Of ourse, other, butmore ompliated shemes involving multi-�avour osillations, are possiblebeause they an also provide an aeptable �t to the data for a range ofparameters. For example, one an have an additional parameter, sin2 !,where sin2 ! = 0 orresponds to the sheme, Eq. (1), sin2 ! = 1 is similarto Eq. (1) with �� interhanged with �s and intermediate values of sin2 !orresponds to mixed ative + sterile osillations [22℄. Suh shemes arealled 2 + 2 models beause they feature two pairs of almost degeneratestates separated by the LSND mass gap. While the sheme of Eq. (1) ouldbe viewed as a partiular 2 + 2 sheme with sin2 ! = 0, it ould alternatively2 Reently, Ref. [21℄ has argued that all 4-neutrino models of the (2 + 2) variety are�ruled out� by the totality of neutrino osillation data (solar, atmospheri and LSND).However, the g.o.f. obtained by Ref. [21℄ (g.o.f. = 10�6) is not really the g.o.f butsome other quantity. Indeed, as shown in Ref. [20℄, it disagrees with the atual g.o.fby more than 5 orders of magnitude. For more disussion on this issue, see Ref. [20℄.



2818 T.L. Yoon, R. Footbe viewed as motivating the following hypothesis [17℄: The fundamentaltheory of neutrino mixing, whatever it is, features (i) large (or even maximal)�� ! �s mixing, (ii) small-angle ative�ative mixing exept for the �e ! ��hannel whih is large.This hypothesis is the one whih we adopt in this paper. We shall showthat the minimal alternative 422 model is a andidate for the new physisrequired to explain the ative�ative osillations suggested by the LSND andsolar neutrino data within the above hypothesis. The atmospheri neutrinoanomaly, as explained above, will be assumed to be due to �� ! �s osilla-tions. The 422 model does not have any suitable andidates for the neededlight sterile neutrino (it does have e�etively sterile right-handed neutrinos,but it turns out that they are too heavy [9℄).It is known [16℄ that three light e�etively sterile neutrinos (� 0e; � 0�; � 0� )maximally mixed with their ative partners is predited to exist if mirrorsymmetry is an exat fundamental symmetry. Thus, if we mirror symmetrisethe model, we an easily aommodate the atmospheri neutrino anomaly,via �� ! � 0� osillations. If the osillation lengths of the �e;� ! � 0e;� osilla-tions are longer than the Earth�Sun distane for solar neutrinos, then this3 ative + 3 mirror neutrino model e�etively redues to the required four-neutrino sheme, Eq. (1). It is also possible to have the osillation lengths ofthe �e;� ! � 0e;� osillations shorter than the Earth�Sun distane. This wouldmean a large sterile omponent (� 50%) in the solar neutrino �ux, whih isstill allowed by the data [23℄. (It would also require some modi�ations tothe solar model, suh as larger boron �ux et.).It turns out that the onsisteny between the low symmetry breakingsale and the solutions to these neutrino anomalies imposes some onstraintson the possible forms that ould be assumed by the Majorana mass matrixof the right-handed neutrinos (whih form part of the partile ontent ofthe model). As a result the masses of the right-handed neutrinos in thealternative 422 model are onstrained to be in the ranges of 1 keV�10 keVand 4 MeV to � 1 GeV (see the forthoming Eq. (32) disussed in Se. 2).These partiles an potentially ontribute signi�antly to the matter den-sity of the Universe. Within the framework of the standard Big Bang modelof osmology, an important onstraint is that a given partile speies X mustsatisfy the osmologial energy density bound
X � �X� . 1 ; (2)where 
X is the ontribution of their present density �X normalised tothe ritial density, � = 104h2 eVm�3 (h = H0=100 kms�1Mp�1 is thenormalised Hubble onstant). It has been a routine pratie to hek ifnew partile speies ontained in a given extension of the standard model



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2819are ompatible with standard osmology and other astrophysial bounds.This �onsisteny hek� will form the ontent of the �rst half of the presentpaper. It is found that even the lightest right-handed neutrinos ontainedin this model are not onsistent with standard Big Bang osmology.Despite the laims that osmology has ushered into an era of unpree-dented preision, there are still many unsettled issues at the interfae of par-tile physis and osmology (see, for example, Ref. [24℄ for a general aountof pending issues faing partile osmology). The inonsisteny of a parti-le physis model with standard osmology does not neessarily mean thata given partile physis model is not realisti. The standard Big Bang os-mology is generally not robust against plausible modi�ations (either by newobservations or theoretial input) to a set of standard assumptions. Heneit requires some autious attitude when one is to use standard osmologyto �rule out� or support a given extension of the standard model of partilephysis. For example, the standard osmologial model ontains an impliitbut not observationally justi�ed assumption that the reheating temperature(orresponding to the highest temperature during the radiation-dominatedepoh) of the early Universe is muh higher than the harateristi tem-peratures of osmologial proesses under investigation (e.g. the freeze-outtemperature pertinent to a given partile speies). However, Refs. [25, 26℄show that the reheating temperature that is onsistent with the observa-tional light element abundanes ould be as low as 0.7 MeV. The possibilityof a low reheating temperature senario has prompted many works sinethen (see for example Refs. [27�30℄). For instane, Refs. [27,28℄ have shownthat in a low reheating osmology the relationship between the reli den-sity of an exoti partile speies normalised to the present energy densityof the Universe deviates from that of the standard ase. As a result, well-known onstraints (suh as the Cowsik�MClelland bound [31℄) previouslyimposed on the masses of the ordinary neutrinos an be greatly relaxed insuh a senario.In the low reheating temperature senario, we shall re-analyse the osmo-logial onstraints imposed on the right-handed neutrinos ontained in thealternative 422 model. We �nd that a low reheating temperature osmologyis onsistent with the alternative 422 model, as there is some parameter spaein whih the right-handed neutrinos an aommodate the osmologial andother astrophysial bounds. We also point out that the lightest right-handedneutrinos of the model provide an interesting dark matter andidate.The plan of this paper is as follows. In Se. 2 we �rst brie�y explain howthe minimal version of the alternative 422 model aommodates the solutionsto the LSND and solar neutrino data, whih onsisteny requires the massspetrum of the right-handed neutrinos to fall in a spei� range. Then,in Se. 3 we examine the osmologial impliations of these right-handed



2820 T.L. Yoon, R. Footneutrinos in the framework of standard osmology. Having shown that theright-handed neutrinos are inonsistent with standard osmology, we proeed(in Se. 4) to examine the right-handed neutrinos in the non-standard lowreheating temperature senario with TRH � a few MeV. Taking the reheatingtemperature TRH as a free parameter with a rough lower bound of TRH &0:7 MeV, we show that the right-handed neutrinos ould irumvent theosmologial energy density bound for some parameter range. In Se. 5 weonlude. 2. The masses of the right-handed neutrinosin the alternative 422 modelWe �rst revise the details of the model and explain how it an aommo-date the large angle �e ! �� and small angle �� ! �e osillations suggestedby the solar and LSND anomalies. We refer the reader to Ref. [9℄ for furtherdetails.The gauge symmetry of the alternative 422 model is SU(4) 
 SU(2)L 
SU(2)R. Under this gauge symmetry the fermions of eah generation trans-form in the anomaly-free representations:QL � (4; 2; 1); QR � (4; 1; 2); fL � (1; 2; 2) : (3)The minimal hoie of salar multiplets whih an both break the gaugesymmetry orretly and give all of the harged fermions mass is�L � (4; 2; 1); �R � (4; 1; 2); � � (1; 2; 2) : (4)These salars ouple to the fermions as follows:L = �1Tr � QL(fL)�2�R�+ �2Tr � QRfTL �2�L�+ �3Tr � QL��2QR�+�4Tr � QL��2QR�+ h.. ; (5)where the generation index has been suppressed and � = �2���2. Themodel redues to the standard model following the spontaneous symmetrybreaking pattern: SU(4)
 SU(2)L 
 SU(2)R# h�RiSU(3) 
 SU(2)L 
U(1)Y# h�i; h�LiSU(3) 
U(1)Q : (6)Note that the SU(4) group has a maximal SU(3)
 U(1)T subgroup with the4 representation having the branhing rule 4 = 3(13 ) + 1(�1). The vauum



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2821expetation values (VEVs) an be onveniently expressed in terms of theT; I3R; I3L harges ash�R(T = �1; I3R = 1=2)i = wR ; h�L(T = �1; I3L = 1=2)i = wL ;h�(I3L = �I3R = �1=2)i = u1 ; h�(I3L = �I3R = 1=2)i = u2 : (7)Note that Y = T + 2I3R is the linear ombination of T and I3R whihannihilates h�Ri (i.e. Y h�Ri = 0) and Q = I3L+Y=2 is the generator of theunbroken eletromagneti gauge symmetry. Observe that in the limit wherewR � wL; u1; u2, the model redues to the standard model at low energies.The identity of the partiles in the fermion multiplets, Eq. (3), an nowbe made expliit. We have the known quarks and leptons, along with someexoti heavy leptons fE0; E�g and a right-handed neutrino, ~�R:Q�;L = � ~U ~E0D ~E� �L ; Q�;R = � ~U ~�~D l �R ; f�;�L = � ( ~E�R ) ~�L( ~E0R) lL � :(8)In the above representation, � = �12 , � = �12 index the SU(2)L and SU(2)Romponents, respetively. The SU(4) deomposition into the SU(3)
U(1)Tmaximal subgroup is indexed by  = 0(13 )� 4(�1), where 0 = y; g; b is theusual olour index for SU(3) and 0 = 4 refers to the fourth olour. Thenumber in the braket refers to the T harge of the subgroup U(1)T . In theabove matries the �rst row of QL and fL (QR) is the I3L (I3R) = � (�) = 12omponent while the seond row is the I3L (I3R) = � (�) = �12 omponent.The olumns of QL; QR are the 0(13 ) and 4(�1) omponents of SU(4), andthe olumns of fL are the I3R = � = �12 omponents. Eah �eld in themultiplets Eq. (8) represents 3� 1 olumn vetor of three generations. Thetilde in the fermion �elds signify that they are the weak eigenstates, whihare generally not aligned with the orresponding mass eigenstates.A set of theoretially arbitrary CKM-type unitary matries are intro-dued into the theory to relate the weak eigenstates with their orrespondingmass eigenstates. The basis is hosen suh thatER = V y ~ER ; EL = U y ~EL ;UR = Y yR ~UR ; UL = Y yL ~UL ;DR = K 0 ~DR ; (9)and ~DL = DL; ~lL = lL; ~lR = lR. The matrix Y yL � KL is the usual CKMmatrix (as in the standard model), whereas Y yRK 0y � KR is the analogue ofthe CKM-type matrix for the right-handed harged quarks in the SU(2)Rsetor. The matrix K 0 is the analogue of the CKM-type matrix in the SU(4)setor pertaining to lepto-quark interations.



2822 T.L. Yoon, R. FootThe model ontains new gauge bosons: W 0, W�R and Z 0. The massesof these new bosons and the exoti leptons fE0; E�g are onstrained to bewithin the range:0:5(1:0) TeV . MWR ; MZ0(MW 0) . 10 TeV;45 GeV . MEi . 10 TeV : (10)Note that the lower limit on the mass of the E leptons arises from LEPmeasurements of the Z0 width, whereas the lower bound on themasses ofZ 0,WR is obtained from the onsisteny of the model with LEP data [7℄. Theupper bound is a rough theoretial limit � the sale of symmetry breakingannot be muh greater than a few TeV, otherwise we would have a gaugehierarhy problem. By this we mean a real �ne-tuning problem in the Higgspotential, not a hypothetial problem with the Plank sale or arti�ial ut-o�parameter.At tree level, mixing between ~�R with E0L;R in the Lagrangian density ofEq. (5) generates the 3� 3 Majorana mass matrix MR for the right-handedneutrinos after spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)MR ' �MlVM�1E U yYLMuY yR�+ �MlVM�1E U yYLMuY yR�y ; (11)where Ml;Mu;ME are the 3 � 3 diagonal mass matries for the standardharged leptons, up-type quarks and the exoti E leptons. We know thatthe CKM matrix is approximately diagonal, YL � I3, whereas the rest of theCKM-type matries (whih are not present in the standard model) are poorlyonstrained by experiments (exept for the matrix K 0 whih is onstrainedto only a few spei� forms by limits on rare K0 and B0 deays mediatedby the W 0 bosons, see Ref. [8℄). In the speial ase of deoupled generations(e.g. YL = YR = U = V = I), MR redues to a diagonal matrixMR = diag(2mumeME1 ; 2mm�ME2 ; 2mtm�ME3 ):At the one-loop level the gauge interations from the harged SU(2)Lgauge bosons W�L and SU(2)R gauge bosons W�R give rise to ~�L(~�L) Majo-rana mass mM, ~�L~�R Dira mass mD and ~�L(E0L) mass mixing term m�E 3.The Majorana mass mM is generially very small in omparison to mD andm�E , and an be ignored in the subsequent disussion. The Dira mass3 There is also radiative neutrino masses arising from the salar setor of the model.But beause of the larger arbitrariness in the salar interations we do not onsiderthem in depth.



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2823matrix mD is generated (Fig. 1) via the diagonal (i.e. no ross generationmixing) gauge interationsgLp2 ~�L 6W+L lL + gRp2 ~�R 6W+R lR + h..; (12)where gL is the usual SU(2)L oupling onstant, and gR is the SU(2)R ou-pling onstant. As disussed in Ref. [7℄, gR(MW 0) � gL(MW 0)=p3.
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Fig. 1. Dira mass generated by gauge interations leading to the mass term ~�L~�R.�2 � gRgLu1u2 is the WL �WR mixing mass squared.The mass matrix mD is diagonal, and is parametrised by 0 < � < 1 suhthat mD =Ml�S; (13)whereS=S(MWR)= gRgL8�2 12p3M2WLM2WR mbmt ln M2WRM2WL!�10�7� TeVMWR�2 : (14)The mass mixing termm�E (Fig. 2) arises at one-loop level via the gaugeinterations gLp2 E0L 6W+L E�L + gRp2 (E�R )V y 6W+R ~�L + h.. (15)
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Fig. 2. ~�L( ~E0L) neutrino mixing term generated by gauge interations leading tothe mass term m�E .



2824 T.L. Yoon, R. FootIn ontrast to the mass matrix mD, the involvement of the matrix V inthe interations Eq. (15) may mediate ross generational mixing so thatthe matrix m�E is non-diagonal in general. However, in the speial ase ofdeoupled generations (i.e. V ! I), the mass matrix m�E redues to thediagonal form limV!Im�E = �MES : (16)Hene, we obtain an e�etive Lagrangian density for the mass matrix of theneutrinos (whih are approximately deoupled from the heavy E leptons),Le� = 12 � ~�L (~�R) �M� � (~�L)~�R �+ h..; (17)where the matrix M� is given byM� ' � 0 m0D(m0D)y MR � ; (18)with m0D = mD +m�EM�1E V yMl ; (19)and MR is given in Eq. (11).In the see-saw limit where the eigenvalues of MR are muh larger thanthe eigenvalues of m0D (whih is generally valid), the right and left neutrinostates are e�etively deoupled:Lsee�saw ' 12 ~�L mL(~�L) + 12 (~�R) MR~�R + h.. ; (20)where mL ' �m0DM�1R (m0D)y : (21)Knowledge of the mass matrix for the light neutrinos, mL, allows us to workout the osillation parameters (i.e. the mixing angles and Æm2) among thelight neutrinos �L, and thereby make ontat with the neutrino data. Forthe sake of simpliity, we will drop the tilde in the neutrino �elds in thesubsequent disussion whenever no onfusion ould arise. Unless otherwisestated, the symbols �L; �R are all (approximately) �avour eigenstates.One way to obtain large �eL ! ��L osillations as suggested by the SNOdata and other solar neutrino experiments and small mixing angle ��L ! �eLosillations for the LSND data is for the mass matrix mL in Eq. (21) to havethe approximate form mL � 0� 0 0 m10 m2 0m1 0 0 1A ; (22)



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2825where the �0� elements are not stritly zero, but muh smaller than the mi.Clearly the mass matrix mL has 3 eigenvalues, �01 � �03 � m1, �02 � m2.If this mass matrix is to be onsistent with the solar and LSND neutrinodata, then it is required thatA �01 and �03 have to be split in suh a way that j�021 � �023j is identi�edwith Æm2solar, j�021 � �023j � Æm2solar: (23)B For the sake of naturalness, the absolute mass sale of m21 has to bemuh larger than Æm2solar, m21 � Æm2solar: (24)C We require that Æm2LSND = j�021 � �022j ' jm21 �m22j; (25)where 0.2 eV2 . Æm2LSND . 10 eV2.Our strategy now is to �nd the forms of the CKMmatries (and the orres-ponding Yukawa matries �1��4) whih lead to a neutrino mass matrix mLof the form Eq. (22), and also satisfy the requirements A, B and C. It turnsout that the above onditions do not lead to a unique solution. However, ifwe impose an additional ondition on the CKM-type unitary matries thatD There is a left-right similarity between the CKM matrix KL and theorresponding CKM-type matrix KR for the SU(2)R interations ofthe right-handed quarks, i.e.KL � KR(� Y yRK 0y) � I ; (26)then apparently a unique piture emerges. That is, it is found that thereis a simple set of CKM-type matries where the theory is onsistent witha SU(4) 
 SU(2)L 
 SU(2)R symmetry breaking sale of less than a fewTeV and reprodues the form of mL as in Eq. (22) with the onditionsEqs. (23)�(26) satis�ed4:4 The form of these matries ould be derived following a similar proedure as wasdone in Ref. [9℄. Reall that in Ref. [9℄ it was assumed that the atmospheri neutrinoanomaly is solved by ��L ! ��L osillations, the LSND data is solved by ��L ! �eLosillations with the solar neutrino anomaly solved by �eL ! �sterile osillations.While in the present (post SNO) paper the solar neutrino anomaly is solved by�eL ! ��L osillations, the LSND data is solved by ��L ! �eL osillations and theatmospheri neutrino anomaly is solved by ��L ! �sterile osillations. The di�ereneis essentially a transformation of �eL $ ��L.



2826 T.L. Yoon, R. Foot
V � I3 ; U � 0� 0 0 11 0 00 1 01A ; K 0 � Y 0yR � 0� 1 0 00 0 10 1 01A : (27)Eq. (26) amounts to suggesting that the non-diagonal K 0 (required for lowsymmetry breaking sale, see [8℄) and non-diagonal Y yR (required to obtainlarge mixing angle �eL ! ��L osillations) may have a ommon origin.The set of CKM-type matries (Eq. (27)) would arise in the theory ifwe make the following ansatz for the Yukawa matries �1; �3; �4:�1 � 0� 0 0 �� 0 00 � 0 1A ; �3 �0�� 0 00 0 �0 � 0 1A ; �4 � 0�� 0 00 0 �0 � 0 1A ; (28)with the matrix �2 approximately diagonal. In other words, if �1; : : : ; �4have the above form then a low symmetry breaking sale (. few TeV) isphenomenologially viable, and additionally, the model an aommodatethe large mixing angle �eL ! ��L solution to the solar neutrino problemas well as small angle ��L ! �eL osillations as suggested by the LSNDexperiment. In this solution sheme, the absolute sales of the mass squaredof the left-handed neutrinos turns out to be5m21 � 16�4S4M2E3�memu�2 � 10�1�4�ME3TeV �2 eV2;m22 � 4�4S4M2E2�m�mt �2 � 10�6�4�ME2TeV �2 eV2: (29)The matries in Eqs. (26), (27) are translated (via the matrix MR inEq. (11)) into the following mass spetrum for the right-handed neutrinos:m�R1 � m�R3 = m�muME3 + memME1 � m�muME3 ;m�R2 = 2m�mtME2 : (30)Among MEi , ME3 is onstrained by the requirement to aommodate thesolution to the LSND result (Eq. (25) and Eq. (29)) whih implies the lowerbound ME3 & TeV: (31)5 For numerial de�niteness, we have assumed S to take on a value near its allowedupper bound, S � 10�6, see Eq. (14).



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2827This bound on the mass of ME3 in turn onstrains the mass spetrum ofm�R to the ranges: 1 keV . m�R1 � m�R3 . 10 keV;4 MeV . m�R2 . 1 GeV : (32)In other words, in the present solution sheme there are two approximatelydegenerate light right-handed neutrinos �R1; �R3 (with masses in the rangekeV�10 keV) and a heavy �R2 with mass in the range of � MeV to � 1 GeV.The mixing between the left and right neutrino setors, though sup-pressed, ould be deteted in a tell-tale kink (slope disontinuity) in theotherwise ontinuous spetrum of a low Q-value nulear beta deay (suh asthe tritium beta deay) [32℄. For ordinary-sterile neutrino two-state mixing,the weak eigenstates f~�L; (~�R)g will be linear ombinations of the two masseigenstates f�L; (�R)g:~�L = os �L + sin (�R); (~�R) = � sin �L + os (�R); (33)where the mixing angle between the i left-handed state and j right-handedstate is given by sin2  ij � ���� mim�Rj ���� ; (34)whih is of signi�ant interest only for ij = f13g; f31g, i.e.,sin2  13 ' sin2  31 � 10�3�2� keVm�R1�2 : (35)The mixing between ~��L � (~�R2) is muh smaller and we an ignore it (aswith the other ij 6= f13g; f31g hannels). We will take the onventionÆm2ij � m2�Rj �m2i (36)so that Æm2ij is positive. Due to the mixing, the spetrum of a weak deaythat inludes �eL in the �nal state will onsist of two omponents orre-sponding to m1 and m�R3 . In the limit m�R3 � m1, the observed betaspetrum an be expressed as the produt of the massless neutrino spe-trum and amassive neutrino shape fator S(E),dNdE / dN(E;m1 = 0)dE S(E) ; (37)withS(E) = 8><>: 1 + tan2  13�1� m2�R3(Q�E)2�1=2 for E � Q�m�R3 ;1 for E > Q�m�R3 ; (38)



2828 T.L. Yoon, R. Footwhere E is the beta deay's energy and Q is the total deay energy. Themixed spetrum will display a kink at E = Q �m�R3 orresponding to themass m�R3 and mixing angle of Eq. (35), whih is a signature preditedby the 422 model. At present, the sensitivity of the experimental searhesfor suh kink in nulear beta deays, whih only sets an upper bound ofsin2  13 . few 10�3 for m�R3 in the range of a few keV [33℄, is on theverge of deteting the presene of the keV omponent predited by the 422model. If the sensitivity of the experiments ould inrease by two orders ofmagnitude in the future, we will be able to verify (or falsify) the model bydeteting (or not deteting) this signature.Having addressed the signi�ane of the laboratory signature from themixing between the left- and right-handed neutrinos, we now turn to inves-tigate the osmologial impliations of these right-handed neutrinos whihare potentially in on�it with the standard osmologial energy densitybound6. 3. The right-handed neutrinos in the frameworkof standard osmologyIn this setion we would like to determine if standard Big Bang osmologyis onsistent with the minimal 422 model. Within the ontext of the standardBig Bang model, the present energy density of a given partile speies X,�X must not be muh larger than the ritial density of the Universe �, seeEq. (2). The �rst hek of the impliations of the minimal alternative 422model on the standard osmologial piture is therefore, to estimate thepresent energy density of the right-handed neutrinos in this model. In thefollowing we will estimate the present day reli density of �R1; �R3 with theassumption that they are �hot� (i.e. partile speies that freeze-out from thethermal plasma while still relativisti) and approximately stable in the stan-dard early Universe senario. The heavier �R2 neutrinos will be disussedseparately in Se. 4.2.In the alternative 422 model, the dominant deay mode of �R1; �R3 is theZ0-mediated tree-level proess,�R1;R3 Z0�! ��;e + ����� (� = e; �; �); (39)with a lifetime of the order��R1;R3 � ��sin2  13� m�m�R1�5 � 1022�2 � keVm�R1�3s; (40)6 Note that the exoti leptons fE0; E�g do not lead to a osmologial energy densityproblem. This is beause their masses are heavy enough to allow them to rapidlydeay into quarks and leptons via the gauge interations.



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2829(where �� � 10�6 s is the muon deay lifetime) whih is muh larger thatthe age of the Universe, tU � 1017 s. Therefore, �R1; �R3 ould be taken asapproximately stable as far as their ontribution to the energy density ofthe Universe is onerned7.The reli density is a funtion of the masses of the right-handed neutri-nos. Obviously, a heavier relativisti partile has a larger ontribution to thereli density. Beause various observations limit the reli density to be lessthan the ritial density of the Universe, this will in turn suggest an upperlimit on the masses of these partiles whih an be ompared with the massrange of Eq. (32). It is fairly straightforward to estimate the onstraint im-posed on the masses of the right-handed neutrinos from 
�Rh2 . 1 withinthe standard osmologial framework (see for example Se. 5 in Ref. [35℄).In order to �nd out the reli abundane of the lightest right-handedneutrino we need to estimate its prodution rate. Prodution of right-handedneutrinos an our via two distint mehanisms. First there is a diretprodution by Z 0- and WR-mediated interations, suh as8eReR Z0 ! �R�R: (41)Seond, right-handed neutrinos an be produed via osillations of �L $(�R). However, for the purpose of this setion, we will ignore the seondprodution mehanism beause it will not modify our general onlusions.To estimate the reli abundane of the �R1; �R3 from diretion produ-tion, we have to sum over the averaged diret prodution rates, i.e.� =X h� �  !�R�Ri for  = eL; eR; ��L ; (42)(see Fig. 3).7 In addition to the tree-level deay of Eq. (39), there also exists a sub-dominant radia-tive deay mode �R ! �L at one-loop level. Sine the transition moment is generatedat one-loop level, its deay rate is suppressed. From Ref. [34℄ it an be estimated tobe �=�� � 9�64� sin2 �mix(m�R=m�)5(m�=MWL )4 sin2 � � 10�43�2 sin2 �(m�R=keV)5,where j sin �mixj = �2p3 M2WLM2WR mbmt . 10�4 is the WL �WR mixing angle and sin� isthe relevant leptoni KR mixing angle. The radiative lifetime of �R ! �L should belarger than 1024 s, whih is required by the astrophysial onstraint from the di�usephoton bakground for a radiatively deaying speies X in the mass range of mX�keV [35℄. Not surprisingly, we �nd that this is in fat the ase for the light right-handed neutrinos for all parameter spae of interest, and thus this deay mode anbe safely ignored.8 In addition to the proess in Eq. (41), there are also other hannels that ontributeto the prodution of the right-handed neutrinos, inluding WR mediated proesses.The ontribution from WR mediated exhange will be at most the same order to thatof the Z0 exhange hannel. For simpliity sake, in the following alulation we shallonly take the Z0 exhange hannel into aount for estimating the prodution of �R.Ignoring the WR hannel would not e�et the onlusions of the present paper.
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Fig. 3. Diret prodution of the right-handed neutrinos via satterings of   $�R�Rmediated by Z 0, where  = eL; eR; ��L (� = e; �; �) .As the Universe expands, the temperature (denoted by T ) dereases,and so does the rate of diret right-handed neutrino prodution. When thetemperature drops below a ertain value TF (the freeze-out temperature) theprodution rate would not be large enough to thermalise the right-handedneutrinos with the thermal bakground. The right-handed neutrino is saidto freeze-out from the thermal bakground, leaving behind its abundanefrozen at the value it had when last in thermal equilibrium. The freeze-out temperature is approximately determined from the ondition that thesattering rate � has dereased to that of the Hubble expansion rate H,� (T ) � H(T ) ; (43)where the Hubble expansion rate is given byH = 1:66pg� T 2MPl ; (44)and the sattering rate is given by� (T ) =X h� �  !�R�Ri � 14G0F2T 5 : (45)In Eq. (44), MPl is the Plank mass and g� ounts the relativisti degrees offreedom that ontribute to the energy density of the Universe, as de�ned inthe usual way, by �R = (�=30)g�T 4. In Eq. (45), G0F is a Fermi onstant-likequantity that haraterises the strength of the Z 0 neutral urrent interation,G0F = �MWLMZ0 �2GF ; (46)where GF ' 10�5 GeV�2 is the Fermi onstant. The freeze-out temperatureTF an be estimated by solving Eq. (43), whih givesTF � 50 MeV for MZ0 � TeV : (47)



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2831Comparing Eq. (47) with the mass spetrum Eq. (32) we see that the lightright-handed neutrinos are indeed relativisti at T � TF, whih is what wehave assumed.The right-handed neutrinos, after freezing out from the thermal bak-ground, would still maintain their equilibrium distribution at temperatureT�R whih eventually beomes smaller than the bakground photon temper-ature T by a fator of T�RT = � gafter�Sgbefore�S �1=3 . 1 ; (48)when the entropy from the e� annihilation is transferred to the photonsat T � me. In Eq. (48), gbefore�S ounts the total number of relativistidegrees of freedom that ontribute to the entropy density s of the Universe(as de�ned by s = (2�2=45) g�ST 3) just a moment before T = me, whilegafter�S ounts the number of relativisti degrees of freedom at some latertime. Standard alulation for the present energy density of the �R1; �R3right-handed neutrinos (normalised to the ritial density) leads to
�R1+�R3h2 = n�Rm�R1h2� = 34� gafter�Sgbefore�S �nm�R1h2� ; (49)where n�Rn = 34 � gafter�Sgbefore�S �is the ratio of the number density of the �R's to that of the photons in theosmi mirowave bakground (CMBR). At present, n = 422 m�3. Theonstraint 
�R1+�R3h2 . 1 restrits m�R1 to the rangem�R1 . 30 gbefore�Sgafter�S eV; (50)whih is learly not onsistent with the mass spetrum of the right-handedneutrinos in Eq. (32), as the fator (gbefore�S =gafter�S ) is onstrained to be around16=5:82 = 2:75 for MZ0� few TeV. Therefore, we are led to the onlusionthat, in the framework of standard osmology, even the lightest right-handedneutrinos are not onsistent with the osmologial energy density bound ofEq. (2). They will over-lose the Universe.Confronted with the inonsisteny with the osmologial energy densitybound, one ould attempt to modify the partile physis to get around theon�it with standard osmology. A popular way to do this is by introdu-ing a massless Majoron J that arises from the spontaneous breaking of an



2832 T.L. Yoon, R. Footimposed global symmetry. Things ould be arranged in suh a way that theoupling of J with �R opens up an invisible deay hannel of �R into theundeteted Majoron (and �L) that is rapid enough to alleviate the osmo-logial bounds. However, in our opinion, suh a remedy is rather desperate,and we would not pursue it further to avoid spoiling the elegane of the 422model. Instead of modifying the model we prefer to explore an alternativeosmology senario to �nd a way out of the on�it. This will be done inthe next setion.4. Right-handed neutrinos in the framework of non-standardosmology with low reheating temperatureIt is usually assumed that the radiation-dominated era ommenes af-ter a period of in�ation, and that the old Universe at the end of in�a-tion beomes the hot Universe of the radiation-dominated era in a proessknown as reheating. During reheating, a thermal bath of relativisti partiles(e.g. eletrons and photons) is slowly formed as the oherent osillations ofa ondensate of zero-momentum massive salar �eld � deays [35℄. The om-pletion of the � deay marks the ommenement of radiation-dominated eraat an initiation temperature TRH. From a phenomenologial point of view,the reheating temperature TRH, whih is given in terms of ��, the lifetimeof the massive salar �eld � [35℄,TRH =pMPl�� � 908�3g�(TRH)�1=4 ; (51)ould be treated as a free parameter that is model-dependent (i.e. via thedynamis of the � physis in an expanding osmi bakground). It is ana priori assumption in standard big bang osmology that at the initiationof the radiation-dominated era, thermal and hemial equilibrium prevailas an initial ondition, whih is equivalent to the hypothesis that TRH ishigher than the freeze-out temperature of the osmologial proess underonsideration (in our ase here the pertinent proess is the prodution ofthe right-handed neutrinos, with the freeze-out temperature TF � 50 MeV).However, there is no empirial evidene of the radiation-dominated era be-fore the epoh of BBN, i.e. temperature above � 1 MeV. The only realonstraint on TRH is that suggested by BBN whih implies that TRH ouldbe as low as 0.7 MeV [25, 26℄.If the reheating temperature is indeed only of order � MeV, interest-ing modi�ations to some standard osmologial bounds on partile physiswould be neessitated. For example, with suh a low reheating temperaturesenario a given dark matter speies X may never ahieve hemial equilib-rium with the thermal radiation bakground, resulting in a reli abundane



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2833that is muh lower than that predited by standard osmology. It may,therefore, be possible that the 422 model might be reoniled with osmol-ogy if TRH is low enough (the alulation of the previous setion only holdsin the limit of high TRH). We now study this possibility.4.1. Reli abundane of the light �R in the low reheating UniverseIn this subsetion we would like to answer the question of whether thealternative 422 model is onsistent with the low reheating Universe by �rstestimating the reli density of the �R1; �R3 neutrinos produed via ollisionalproesses in the non-standard osmologial senario. In suh a low reheatingsenario TRH < TF � 50 MeV; (52)whih implies that hemial equilibrium of �R is not attained. This meansthat n�R � neq�R (where n�R , neq�R are the atual and equilibrium densities).The heavier �R2 right-handed neutrino will be treated separately in Se. 4.2.There are two distint types of ollisional proesses. First, we have thediret prodution, as already onsidered in Se. 3. Seond, we have the e�etof ollisions on the osillating neutrino ensemble. Our purpose is to obtainthe present day abundane of the right-handed neutrinos by integrating theorresponding Boltzmann equation that governs the time evolution of theseprodution mehanisms.Assuming n�R = n�R , the Boltzmann equation pertinent to the produ-tion of the right-handed neutrinos via ollisional proesses in an expandingosmi bakground is given by [35℄dn�Rdt + 3Hn�R = �h�jvjihn2�R � (neq�R)2i; (53)where h�jvji is the total thermal averaged ross setion times veloity for therelevant ollisional proess that produes the �R state. It is useful to saleout the e�et of the expansion of the Universe by onsidering the evolutionof the number of partiles in a omoving volume Y�R � n�R=s, where s isthe entropy density. Introduing an independent parameter that expliitlydepends on the temperature T , x � m�R=T , Eq. (53) an be expressed inthe form xY eq�R dY�Rdx = � �H ��Y�RY eq�R �2 � 1�; (54)where � � neq�Rh�jvji. If the reheating temperature is lower than TF �50 MeV (or equivalently, � � H), then the interations are too weak for



2834 T.L. Yoon, R. Foothemial equilibrium to be attained. In this ase, the Y�R term in the right-handed side of Eq. (54) ould be dropped (to a good approximation) andthe equation reast into the form4x3Y dY�Rdx ' �H : (55)In arriving at Eq. (55) we have made use of the ratio of fermion (�R) andboson (photon) at thermal equilibrium, Y eq�R =Y = neq�R=n = 3=4, wherethe possible fator of (T�R=T )3 = g�after=g�before (whih is not signi�antlydi�erent than 1) is ignored.In priniple, to evaluate the present density of the right-handed neutri-nos we have to integrate Eq. (55) for both reheating era plus radiation-dominated era, i.e. R dY�R = Rreheating dY�R + Rradiation dY�R. However,Rreheating dY�R is governed by model-dependent physis of reheating andits ontribution to the prodution of the right-handed neutrinos is not de-termined with de�niteness. We, therefore, onsider only the right-handedneutrinos produed in the radiation-dominated era (i.e. for T � TRH) andapproximate R dY�R � R T0TRH dY�R, in whih the Hubble expansion rate Hsales with temperature as in Eq. (44).Hene the present day reli abundane of the �R1; �R3 neutrinos is takenas Y�R0 � Y�R(T = m�R1), obtained by integrating Eq. (55) from T = TRH toT = m�R1 by employing the appropriate relativisti form of the �e�etivenessof prodution� term, �=H9. The ollisional prodution rate, � � � ol is thesum of the diret prodution term and a deoherene term (whih arises forthe e�ets of ollisions on the osillating neutrino ensemble)� ol = � dp + � ol�os : (56)As was onsidered in Se. 3, the relativisti form of � dp for the diretprodution mehanism is given by Eq. (45). The prodution rate, � ol�os,is given by [36℄� ol�os = (D�e +D�� )�sin2��oll�os�� sin2 2 ' yG2FT 52 12 sin2 2 ; (57)where [37℄ D�� = 12��� ' 12y��G2FT 5 (58)9 The ontribution to Y�R from the non-relativisti regime T = m�R1 ! T = T0 is verytiny ompared to that from the relativisti regime, and hene an be ignored.



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2835is the thermally averaged ollision frequenies between the left-handed�-neutrinos with the bakground plasma, and y = y�e+y�� = 4:0+2:9 = 6:9[38℄. The time sales haraterising the period of osillation of �L � (�R),�os, and that of the ollisions between the �L's with the thermal bakground,�oll, are given byh�osi � 4hEiÆm2ij � 10�14� keVm�R1�2� TMeV� s;h�olli � 1D�� � few� MeVT �5 s : (59)Clearly, the osillation period is very short ompared to the average intervalbetween ollisions, i.e. h�osi � h�olli for all of the temperature range ofinterest, so that many osillations our between suessive ollisions. Asa result, the ollisions will not signi�antly destroy the oherene of theensemble and we have hsin2(�oll=�os)i = 12 in Eq. (57).Beause the right-handed neutrinos are muh heavier than the left-handedstates (so that the sign of Æm2ij � m2�Rj�m2i �+m2�Rj as de�ned via Eq. (36)is positive), no osillation neutrino asymmetry ampli�ation an our viathe osillations [39, 40℄. Furthermore, sine Æm2ij & 106 eV2 (given the massrange of m�R , Eq. (32)), it turns out that we an neglet matter e�ets forthe temperature range of interest10. This justi�es the use of Eq. (57).We an now plug in the ollision rates for both ollisional mehanisms,Eq. (45) and Eq. (57) into Eq. (55) for � and integrate it to obtain thepresent number densities of the �R1; �R3 right-handed neutrinos,ndp�R0n � 10�6�TeVMZ0�4� TRHMeV�3;10 In general, due to interations that disriminate between the ative and sterile neu-trinos by the thermal bakground (i.e. the matter e�et) [41, 42℄, an e�etive poten-tial [43℄ will be indued and felt by the �-�avour ative neutrinos, thus hanging thedynamis of the oherent osillations. The e�etive potential an be put into theonvenient form [40℄ V� = (�a+ b) Æm2ij2(3:15T ) ;where the dimensionless variables a and b are given bya = �2:5� 10�5L(�) keV2Æm2ij! TMeV!4; b = �10�6 T13 MeV!6 keV2Æm2ij! :Here L(�) is related to the lepton number asymmetry assoiated with the �-�avourative neutrino. If L(�) is not too big then jaj; jbj � 1 for the temperature range ofinterest, and hene the matter e�et is very tiny and an be negleted.



2836 T.L. Yoon, R. Footnol�os�R0n � 10�4�2� keVm�R1�2� TRHMeV�3 : (60)Clearly the number density of the right-handed neutrinos is very low, whihis of ourse expeted given that TRH < TF. The total ontribution of theright-handed neutrinos produed via the ollisional mehanisms normalisedto the ritial energy density of the Universe is easily omputed to be
ol�R1+�R3h2 = 
dp�R1+�R3h2 +
ol�os�R1+�R3h2 ; (61)where 
dp�R1+�R3h2 � 10�5�m�R1keV ��TeVMZ0�4� TRHMeV�3 (62)and 
ol�os�R1+�R3h2 � 10�2�2� TRHMeV�3� keVm�R1� : (63)We see that 
ol�R1+�R3h2 is onsistent with a value of . unity for a signi�antrange of parameters11TRH . 50��m�R1keV ��TeVMZ0�4 + 103�2� keVm�R1��� 13 MeV : (64)We thus onlude that the reli abundane of the �R1; �R3 neutrinos is on-sistent with the osmologial energy density bound in the low reheatingsenario.Let us summarise what we have done so far for the �R1; �R3 neutrinos.In the alternative 422 model developed to aommodate the LSND and11 Tehnially, Eq. (61) is not omplete. In addition to the ollisional proesses, thereis the e�et of �osillations between ollisions�. Beause h�osi � h�olli, the numberdensity of �R from osillation of �L is simply given bynos�R � n� 12 sin2 2 ;where n� is the number density of the reli �L neutrino bakground, whih is relatedto n via n�=n = 3=11 at present. Thus, the energy density of the light right-handedneutrinos produed via the �pure osillation� hannel is given by
os�R1+�R3h2 � 3n11 m�R1h2� sin2 2 2 � 10�2�2 keVm�R1!:Clearly this pure osillation ontribution is within the osmologial bound for allparameter spae of interest.



Cosmologial Impliations of Low Sale Quark�Lepton Uni�ation 2837solar neutrino anomalies, the masses m�R1 �m�R3 lie in the range given byEq. (32), that is 1 keV . m�R1 ;m�R3 . 10 keV. In the limit of high reheatingtemperature, TRH !1, the right-handed neutrinos are fully populated and,as shown in Se. 3, would be inonsistent with the osmologial energydensity bound. However, in a low reheating senario, n�R is suppressed andthese right-handed neutrino will be onsistent with the osmologial energydensity bound provided that Eq. (64) holds.Note that sine their existene is not exluded by the osmologial energydensity bound in a low reheating Universe, the light right-handed neutrinos�R1; �R3, being e�etively stable, ould be a viable dark matter andidate.Spei�ally, the right-handed neutrinos in the range of keV ould play a roleas warm dark matter [44℄. We will leave the details of this possibility forfuture study.4.2. Heavy right-handed neutrino deay mediated via the WR gauge bosonHaving shown that the two lightest right-handed neutrinos, �R1; �R3,ould exist in a low reheating Universe without violating the osmologialenergy density bound, we are still left with the heavy right-handed neutrino,�R2, to worry about. However, beause �R2 has a large mass (4 MeV .m�R2 . 1 GeV), it an deay muh more rapidly than �R1; �R3. Furthermore,its prodution rate is highly suppressed if TRH � m�R2 . For simpliity, we�rst onsider �R2 in the standard ase of high reheating temperature. Ofourse, we should keep in mind that in the ase of low reheating temperaturethe onstraints will be muh weaker.If �R2 deays rapidly enough, then it will not lead to any osmologialproblems. If kinematially allowed (i.e. m�R2 > m� + me + m�R3), thedominant deay hannel of �R2 is�R2 WR�! ��e+�R3 : (65)This Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. �R2!��e+�R3 deay hannel dominated by WR.



2838 T.L. Yoon, R. FootThe deay of �R2 WR�! ��e+�R3 is similar to that of �� deaying intoe��� + ��e, with �R2 playing the role of ��. In the limit where the massesof the deay produts vanish in omparison to m�R2 , the lifetime of the�R2 WR�! ��e+�R3 deay an be roughly expressed in terms of the muonlifetime, �� � 10�6 s,��R2 � ��� gLgR�4�MWRMWL �4� m�m�R2�5 = 0:2�MWRTeV �4� m�m�R2�5 sfor m�R2 & m� +me +m�R3 ; (66)whih is short enough to be onsistent with all osmologial and astrophys-ial bounds.Ifm�R2 .m� then the deay of �R2 into muon is not allowed. In this ase�R2 deays via ross generational mixing into e�e+�R3 whih is suppressedby a ross generational mixing angle j sin�12j . 10�1. Expliitly, the lifetimeof �R2 ! e�e+�R3 is��R2!e�e+�R3 = ��� g2Lg2R sin�12�2�MWRMWL �4� m�m�R2�5� 3� 1011� 10�1sin�12�2�MWRTeV �4�MeVm�R2�5 s : (67)Beause the annihilation of the e+e� pair from this deay mode ould pro-due photons that potentially distort the CMBR, the �R2 ! e�e+�R3 deayhannel is subjeted to the stringent CMBR onstraint ��R2!e�e+�R3 . 106seonds (see Fig. 5.6 in Ref. [35℄). Using Eq. (67), this onstraint impliesthat sin�12 & 10�1�10MeVm�R2 �5=2�MWRTeV �2: (68)In summary, for m�R2 & m� the deay of �R2 is rapid enough to beonsistent with standard osmology (irrespetive of the value of the reheatingtemperature). For m�R2 . m� the deay is rapid enough provided thatEq. (68) holds. Reall that this is only valid in the limit where TRH ishigh. In the ase of low TRH, the astrophysial onstraint is muh weaker(depending on TRH).
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